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Seatry wt—Beeter Scott, would you tell me a little bit about
aA

your family Background? Maybe start with your grandparents

and tell me their names and where they came from?

Yes, I'm from Arizonag’originally, and my grandparents were

imnigrante,Vtrong’nostly Wales. nine ttthey settled in pis

Arizona, and worked for the Ph eles: Dodge copper mines. They're

no longer opert) ft's just a ghost town there. Aad T enjoyed ny
thn]

boyhood very much with them, I was around tH I was about six

years old. Andthey lived right on a street. called Brewery

Guich, which was loaded with secondparid storesg and they'd budit

the Saint George Hotel, which still stands on the land that

they had. The original home was completely removedg 1it was

burned.out or sonething* 1 was born in Douglas, Arizona#’Lacon

Februatythe ‘16th in 1909. Aad’ I had some schooling in New

Mextco,. + father was operating a steam shovel. He was sort of |
; FF ate

en-ongihass) a locomotive engineer. Cyr went to the first grade

‘tn Santa:“Rita, New Mexico, and I found it 4very interesting place
Qsveefeerie ~

it was ‘primarily Chicanosheor Mexicansg/or whatever we used

to callthemg"greasers." GsFfrom there we moved back to ny

ortetaaly“place of birth, Douglas, \qnd I went through two grades

there.”taymother and father were continuously fighting and

Rev
separating and: getting.back together again. I got a little fed

ok, is

oswithihewhole,‘thing. “Gaaughingly) mother

. n older brotherand a younger brother. axamy mother

suring the latter part of

he‘never did anything with her courses.
Pose| RFhas \  
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She tedmhres, part -of her mother's fortune, which came around

in the Depression. Gn¥Yshe was Back intebeauty school, but
=

she gradually frittered away everything. Gyr left home at

that point; I was going to school at U.Cc. Berkeley. Ang I
oc we

should mention that all of my undevgradvate school and high

school was done at Dungmeyir California, which was a big

Craw]
railroad.

A

SSH: By that time had your mother and father split permanently?

KGS: They never did, except periodically. .

SSH: (Laughs) So your father was always around to support the

family ~

KGS: Well, you could call it that, He was quite a drinker, and he

would disappear with all of the money that he had and stay away

"ttl tt was gone.
mS

SSH: thatDrake it pretty rough on your growing up years?

KGS: , ‘yell, they were very limited as to what we could get. ‘angmy

answer to that was to go get a succeseion of jobs. wen>

ag you mayknow, is near Shasta Springs. aad 1 first got summertime

money byestablishing a vegetable route. E'd go around and get

orders for fresh vegetabless/and then deliver them hears

BealMehESS. Cuaughter) I raised a lot of rabbitsp‘and

I would sell then from door to door and take orders in advance

and ‘then go prepare them. I liked thatgy‘and I liked animals.

SSH: | Wereyoubeginning to be interested in sctence in high school?

KGS: Not reallyy I was so busy working in high school that I didn’t

. ever.get to takea lot of courses. I took the required mathematics.

And.ttwaen "t much of a school we had in Qvasmur, it was a.

community‘school. district. But I learned the mos tgy’and got the

most .out ‘of people when I was employed by one of the local
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pharmacies, run wesooned by ¢Cec, f Jones. Andbe Faugae ne

th,
more aout dealing with. . neople and general problems kmanyone

I can remember, praiaindebto mens

Juat. By example? owsae—he—rentiy—tetting

Mostly by example fe was a father figure to me. ane I think

I got paid $70 a month. But I worked every afternoon, every

Saturday, every other Sunday. So I didn't have the time to

do a great dea aes wasn't really a good sportsman anywaytI

wasn't performing physically like I thought I should. So [I

gradually got away from that,

Did He Have any part in your going onae Berkeley?

No, He didn't. I got -whet-wad a hettersas “‘e-pay later on,

Ree x ‘guess about half of my high . school career I worked

for a ‘taberdashery shop called the IXL Glothing Store, which

was run by .‘Mr, Welch, who later hecame postmaster of Dunstmere

(2 think. heta still around in fis 70s 5 4nd an old character

> f
econs0a00u, Toth reoce JS And”they antoyby the name of ae=

van tits Haberdashery atore and we sold really fine clothing. The

shirtsrat Macy"s wants $20 Sor pow sold fr $3.50." so I got through

high sctisol, and I spent another year preparing myself for the

College of Business Administrationgit was mostly economics in
A

Berkeley.

Was tt your fdea to go on to college?

andhow

tts

Yer. |

secaesdpetther of your parents had had college educations.

No. | :

Did etertare aBout your education?

well,“net realytoo: much} my parents were really out of it.

ty fatherbarelywe.througthe third grade andb:his mother
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was a very severe Baptiatg@ type, whomy mother didn't like,

and they had thefr battles up and down. Can?’ghey lived in

New Mexico, Nand her husband, my father's father, died early,

at the age of about 47. Cane she married again, to a retired

engineer, and was quite concerned with us as childrengybecause

she could see what was happening.’ an refused to go to

Sunday Schoolgy(laugh) didn't want to give them that nickel.

Geyven she died, her property was given to my fatherg,all

of 1p9There were some ceuntry homes and some very nice vacation

places up in the mountains¢yin New Mexico.

Was that connected with the copper mine? Was. that where the

money came from?

No, she)she didn't have anything to do with the copper mines.
4 .

4 - Dedge company installed an ore ra@@ter and a copperhe helps: ge company ot

refiner in Douglas, ‘bo the good ore went down there on the

‘train. It's a matter of 15, 20 miles. So my days at Douglas

were really umevential. t went by there a few years agagyand

the place ts still eiereea big white pillars like an old

uthernplantation ype of pisces

aFeDuttooddo akefora, ey
Well, how did you ‘get the idea of goithg on to cqaflege, since it

doesn’t sound as ‘though you were in an environment where that

kindof thing was very common.

WellOPatrteciynon-academic. Sart had the desire to
x

2°

Become.aStyatotanand surgeon, Yea I never really gave that

up,’ ‘sven‘when Twasin ecllez@yl changed my major several times.

at

t used totngay. advisor,because I'd promise to do something
ae wrk,o.

‘and.ie‘come Back: the:nextyear‘with a whole new program, \and
rer

nary

hecouldn't“saahiieefrom,oneyeartto the next. He was in the
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But you originally had the idea of going into business.

Yes, I dfd.

Why business rather than 4 pre-med course?

Well, most of the people that I admired se salen and

people of that sort, that came by with bakey suitcases worth

of samples and etut, stimulated me inta poueineas ware

(ab T took extra courses in mathematics at‘high school” det

_ kindof a fifth year student. Our principal there was

a Mr. sudvcer. Andphe school board was down on him, and as

students we held a march and an uprising against an old lady

who was the head of the schoolboard,a-d putihs komesi on that.

Can?’ when I did go to Cal he was very careful about my grades®

he gave me excellent gradegy I think he even changed - > 2 e

F} nal wat grade I got.

KGS:

 

Well,was it unusual to send a student, a graduate from Dunsber,

to Berkeley in those days?

It was Tather, ye.

oot e

So you were sort of a prize student.

 

ae snes

Well, not really. (SSH laughs) I was lousy in everything, in

Boglish,ehoPe had a lot of unusual teachers -xt« oat

chere::

But‘Fou were good in math. mo

Well, rrwass faitly,good inLaniadvanced algebra.

of
welt,itxyou were a0> Bad, as you eay, in alls the other subjects,

encouraging you to go to

   
ae it
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Berkeley?

KGS: Past favors, I think.

SSHt—————Oh,

505+————tex

SSE: dmthedwhat happened when you got there? Was it rough for

dwhtle?
Ne '

KGS: Well, iwnes I entered in the class of 1928. Aad’ I had a cousin,
fox

who is retired nowgyand still lives in Bish I haven't had

any contact with him for years. But he was in the Economics |

1s
Pepartment as a teaching Fellow. “And his name GagBruce Lockling.

“A

?

ant
Gre got me enrolled mm, this was a very confusing thing to me,

Because fit was so much bigger even then than anything that ['d

witnessed. Gnd had a devil of a timeg)the firat semester

I just worked my tail off trying to get somewhere, but I alwava

.had that money problem too.

SSH; ow-wene-you—dotog} had you saved money from your joka”
= a,

RGS; No, all I had when I arrived in Berkebey at U.C. was Srey

. L deodlierey which pafd my tuition. name—of—the-partmer2t

Pel .

SSH: What did you do to supplement the $50¢rt0 get you through the year?

KGS: Well, I got a room job, waiting on tables at a sorority. -took,Q

I don"t remenkier,the years all flow into each othergbut I had

a tot of_jobagy I xused toe roll down the course in a pecs?a golf

course.“and watery tthat lady there. was very suspicious of me.

    

 

Sheatdate think I didanything. Well,you water in Berkeleysy

nd. in:afewminutesttt‘8all dried out.
a >

Howata you do. ar‘an undergraduate?
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t-stersed,—and this heging my real acientific career.

I took a course fn physiclogy, and if I could devote all the Tus

time that was necessary that a student would devote, I did

very well, exceedingly well. |

Who taught the course, do you remember?

Well, ean Cook§/whose name fs scattered all through
Lpowts + reprints7

these.
A

LEZ Live seen i? 

SSH:

KGS;

SSE:

KGS:

Was it the intoductory physiology course?
A

Yes. Cinawe had oe odeian there and a fellow.I've lost

track off’by the name of SimpsongyFhey vere “instructors in

. a Oo

the departmentay and Peea?Milton Rose, Re later took up

psychiaaryend I ran into him quite a few times when I was

giving courses on nuclear medicine.

These people were all instructors at that stage?

Yes. They used to play with each other, sending fake emergency

calle vite thenin the middle of the night, and getting them

We%

out and80 forth, Its, quite a nice place. This was at the

old spreckble putléingaysitet?seve guess it's the art

department on the campus. Taexe was a beautiful redwood

building, probably designed by Maybeck. (Ang 4t housed the

; Jaboratory, which ts very close to the Men's Faculty Club.

(an 1 wasn't aware of its existence ‘til much,much later, (but

that's where I came from.
=

What was-it about the course,-de-xouthat caught your

attention?

Gause) Well, it was very stimulating intellectually to me. And the place
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had a beautiful library and I used to satisfy my curfosity

by going down there and reading Books.

Was itthe¥more phystfology itself chingeythe lecturing talents

of Sherburne Cook? Or was it a combination?

Well, {ft waz mostly the laboratory, which I found very good

and interesting and stimulating. ded bebe did the usual physiclogy

things, like the frog and the turtle and later on the dogs~and so

on.

Were you making any decisionsy at this stages’ about what you

wanted to do later in life?

Well,I had a bulletin from every medical school in the United

States. (Laughter) & I was always looking at a course that

would cut the academic time down to zero.

Was that for economic reasons?

Fom-afned yes.

Dit-you-ehises-at—ther—sregeywhat year was this? Doxa

~Senenber-han-yaurtank

This wae in the early thdctiess this must have been '30 or

‘29; I kept hopping back and forth.

You were a sophomore ora junior Pness

I was ‘a sophomore.

‘was that course enough to switch your direction towards

. pre-med?

Well, I really took all the courses that were required, like

zoology, and we suffered through the shark,ws

Did you have any personal relationships with any of these people

in physiclogy»/or in any of the other science courses you were

taking? © o
‘aot   
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Yes, I lived at Cook's home For some time, and they were

always very nice to me. ‘They had three sons who were young

children at that point, dent used to enjoywhee I eventually
Se

married Sherburne Cook's aister~in-law, Doreen Cox. Ama We ran

away to Los Angeles, which made him very angry.

CLaugh) When waz this now. after yougwere. inschool?.

Thia was right in the middle of the Depression,«dropped out

of school, and I realized sooner or later I was just going to

fave to go back there and get through. (agamong the papers

T have around here is ny diploma,yl got out of there in '36.

tirer-whet—happoned” Was the diploma QowX im physiology?

Bachelor eee in physfology, yes. .

GaPvhat were you thinking at that stage, when you finally got

your bachelor’s degree, about what your career would he?

I didn’teven go to graduation, I was doing some experiment

that I thought was important. (1 can't remember now what

the deal was} r was in many fields.

Were you doing this soreef’on your own time, without an official

position? é
*

Yes. They gave me any amount of space I neededgyand a little money,

very Ifttle, obout $500 a year.

‘This ts Cook «did 2
A . ‘

Yes.

. hy aidhe single you out, do you think?

T ‘don!t “know: :
. sane teat -
CUE wre

He must have knownyeu, were good.
a “hee

a

‘Tt never,really found out. from hingsybhe was a New Englander eypeyd

had‘yey.Istele to-‘say.   
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But it sounds az though he was encouraging you scientifically,

anyway. meadit's unusual for an undergraduate to be given

research space and a little bit of money.

Well, he digs) He went away for one summeryhis family was all

on the Bast Eoast somewherepHartford, I believe. smdhetote™

we—te—invertteaticl tHe was very interested in termites. adit

wasn't terribly interested in termites, but I found out thac

no matter what I was working on, it became very {interesting

in the end. Gadhe told me to work out the nutritional

requirements of the termite, Fhere was a very popular theory

going around that weescay by a man named Cleveland, that lotnane?

termites could affix atmospheric nitroceng/and thereby createsmeneanents

their own source of protein. Wellwe found out they couldn’ wy

and_we_removed_theninymicveesgeniens intheirgut_they have

a big gut filled with microorganismepwhich digest cellulose

and reduce protefn in the end. If you treat the termite with

oxygeng“under pressure, you can destroy all these organisms.

—hrd~T~etested~eus—aaking) did that to termites and took

careful studies on their body weighty \nd that's published

among the early publications. {t did me a lot of goodsbecause

I got intereated in nutrition, and I used to circulate around

Dy. [Her bee Mclean]
the people on the Berkeley campus. We had Evans wha

ran avinetitute which was on the top floor of the Life Sciences °* whee
. Nery ;

- on
building, which was uy headquarters.

How did that work out?

Relltt worked out that termites needed almost everything but

vitamin C, as I remember the results, to survive as a population.

dhe

Candwe tater did some work on the water control or'water
=
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59
environment of the termite. - Gustedclis , the local California

termite, can"t survive imavery dry place. But there’s one
$47?

that's in Nevada,» Tettonpsts. nevadtrsl which can survive in very

dry areas. We did a paper on that.

When you say "wel. 2

Cook and fF, . . bet 7
LeLe vb, (i a Lata

eook-ampou ferd-the-faetyou were working tn, Evans
Tet Hur.iwes met7 -“ ‘

{natitutasywaschatwhat_louas-eelied? Yias he giving you

space as well?

a
No, I would go extcitpurified aS ALM yand things like that,

from the people in the Anstitute. a
e

iS 30

rtghtythiein the nidathicttes! you}fast received your

Bachelor's?
"30s

Very early in the thiveées. I hadn’t received my bachelor's

degree By then. ~

 

se+?BPGor S.F. Cook came back and he'd forgotten what I

KGS:

was supposed to do in the sumeryfor him, that I'd done

already,end TI couldn’t interest him in it very much, but we

eventually published tt.

Was that your first publication?

One of the first, yes) 1 did some photefynantce atudiesSe~es

: Harold eect in the department. orewe were able to make

the roots of Barley @hrants eK and light sources. Gnd

I found°‘that very intereating, but I was no match for Harold

hes
Bloom,and ie mathematics were just way beyond me. I did

publish a paper with him. | 4
OK Uy’ turn wilyfre WI az} ”

Wellyz notice that from 1934 to 1937 you were research assistant’
A
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__——Hewy—where-wasthat} in what laboratory?

KGS:

SSH:

KGS;

SSH:

SSH:

KGS:

SSH:

KGS:

That was in the physiology department. I had the job of

rotor
running the issue and preparing all the animals and other

nN a
necessary laboratory things for the students, who gave both

the medical class and phystology.<.3” Lats. " J

At that stage had you ever thought of going on to a higher

degree?

No, not really. I was naturally thinking of an M.D. degree

and (background noise) I was never really, able to give

that ambition up completely. -

Were you working with the tdea of accumulating some money’

to go to medfcal school?

It wasn't possible. “‘Teuwet-to-get_soma/ whatever money I got

I went out and spent (Pines tt was all gonesy \\nd then suffered

the rest of the month. I didn't have any way of keeping

myself dressed properly. My socks used to end at about the

shoe line. Qadir Was very poor. .
i

Were you doing any researchwhile you were working at

 

yout ob?

All the time, yes. I had a continuous series of projects. ee

Were you still working with Cook?

_ Yes, he was there, avai 1 the way through until I got

my *B Di, which I did YeCrocker Labg/nostyg ta—9

ton with radioisotopes and the RadiationCave, tamggch UsamaehgSne Badartais-

KGS: ,

lab occur?

Well,werre just about coming to thats, I went to a beer party

with a Bunch. laraere that lived in the upper portion
: By °

of Durant AvenuejA got to talking with them about the
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eyclotron. Ang I was interested in blood and nutritic

IT asked them what elements they could make that were +.

interestingg\nd it turned: oulieue best bet was radioz

phosphorous.

Do you remember what year this was?

Tt was after "31. ‘ The paper, which was one of the firs:

that came out of the Radiation Laboratory, was publishe:.

But publications took a long rime.

1S thet . ee
Nowws the phosphorous study fo chickens that you were

about?

Yes, we did the study on the effect of P32 on the white «

£ A
ofthe chicken .

aaaindNow, who is "we" iz that again Cook?

Well, Cook was in there, in sort of a, fkll he'sdead now,

he can't defend himself, but my impression of segthat he

was forever smoking cigarettes. He had a pile of Saturday

Evening Posts about three feet high, and his memory, rv:

powers, weren't the best. (n¥he'd ait there and read thes«

dam magazinessyday after day, smoking cigarettes.

-You mean in the Yahe would do that?

Yes, fn his office. He had the little corner office on the

‘wight~fiand entrance to the Life Sctences building. dndhe

a couple of labs there and we had some other general facili

So he was reading whilerrcople were getting the ideas and dc

' the work? :

Right.

Who was involved with that phosphorous atudy in chickens?

os “
Wellthe physicists were people like Edwaeed McMillan, who w

ra
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turk Ohm

very “much. in the act in those days, \nd ree Alvarez,’ you

probably knowgie just got a prize.

They were in charge of producing the isotope?
Wks

They were running the original 3 "sere, cyclotron, which etre
ord stickuw~ Acul ek

biggest mess of smpand wiresg, cages that youtsee, but it
the aad the -_~

ran very well. (fe ran allday a made 14 microcurides, |

eTaan r

which is a very small amount of radioactive phosphorous y aa

Why did they Become interested in doing biological experiments?

Well, they’ had this machine and they were interested in doing

anythingy that MT think they were probably interested in helping

me, too. Ge we, went through Professor Lawrence for most of

the support on that. (HEne finally enrew me out of the Lab,

ateh

because # was such a pest we eephosphorous ft, i¢ -f shese

th: eleson.
lg

Itve read that Ernest Lawrence, in the early and nideobivetes,

was very interested in applying the cyclotron to biolcgical

and medical purposes.
souret of (aah

He was, BecauseEe the only * aoneyWed! ings were

very taghe in those days. They“nade and Laterf{more

radioactive phosphorous, Neiritting in his office, I guess,

and I had a lot of proposals to make@for things we could

do with radioactive phosphorous. GaPhshe was at leose ends,

apparently, ‘and brought me back into the fold. He had an

associate that te died. very recently, fadby the name of

Cookspybona Cooks}, who ran things, He was the first
Li er, |

. 1feutenant, I guess, in the Laboratory.

Did you Have to go through him to get Lgsotopes?
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They got fo used to me that I used to get them by winning small

battles gith ede * MeMillan,

(Laugh) You'd just go up and pound on the door and say, “I

needsomemore phosphorous?"

I dene”, want the target to be made out of brass} it just louses

up the radfochemical preparation which follows it. (an

wanted aluminum. Cand McMillan said, “Aluminum ian't going to

do any good, it dissolves very rapidly in acid solutions.”

And I safd, "No ,it doesn't." And he said, "I'll show you,"

at got some aluminum and stuck it in a concentrated nitric

acid and nothing happened. CPt» face was..very red, and he's

been needling me all through these years about one thing or | .
aus segre

another. I don*t think he ever forgave nesyfor giving a*lesson

—ehemtet—a—legson’in radiochemistry) whichie.””

Well, it probably made a bit of difference, too, that here you

werey’ just a tecsat-os fairly recent beers degree holderg3—

too and you were showing up somebody much Higheralong.

Weil, that's partly true, tHe was from the California Institute

of Technology, and they have an excellent staff down there.

McMillan f# an excellent man, but.... .7#¥5¢ )

Was he largely in charge of the isotope productiongyin those

years? What about Martin Kaymen, when dees he come in?

Martin Kaymen was very busy in that area. Moat of that

production ‘came on later, We had one technician in theaold

Gadtation bai eentone 37"tweh cyclotron! which was an

old wooden Building(anext to che’Gilman Hail, the chemistry

Building:CMe only person around that did any work jn + hick r.

’ Condit — ! ndewha

‘ tnvolved was a condone|I've forgotten her front namegyor i) ee

t
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where she is, maybe she's not around any more,

What did you do with her?

Well, the other big thing that happened to me was that Ernest's

brother, John Lawrence, got very interested in radioactive

phosphorous, and he knew quite a lot about transmissable animal

comets. GFwe had a leukemiaoe! mphorhtch you'trananit

to certain strains of mice. (an?he was at Yale at the time,
z

and he brought a lot out and got me started with leukemic mice

and mice with solid cumobys , lympharcs .

What were you trying to find out?

I was trying to cure cancer. Lots

mare—yer?” So you were looking for something that would localize.

Yes,

What happenedfrom there?

Well, we had terrible equipment problems at that timeg“and

ha«Sutod was always a problem.

Excuse me, but were you now actually working in the Rad Labo-

or did you still have a niche in the Faysiology Jepartment?. 7

Well, Both. My first memory of Joseph Hamilton was when we were

weighing out some mouse tissues to assay for radioactive

phosphorous. (n¥Joe cane in and sat down on a stool in the

Yad Behind us ‘and introduced himself. He was from the Keurology

Bepartment at the U.C. medical center. GPJaterpoe dente

any of this, but I still remember ft. Gnd.

Was that ‘very early. wheter

That wasvery early, that was pefere-che-fivet, a couple of years

ee gee the
hefore the first puilfcation on‘treatment of mice far leukemia

with P32. carefully judging the dose, I was able to
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cure about 30°Aof my animals, ‘They turned out sterile, and it

was a very careful dosage routine I had to follow.

How were you determining the dosage?

Well, I got a standard from McMillan. McMillan said, "This

standard emits 500 aiphe”particles/ory~see,—mst-haue

>

A

Seon—bets—partictes—though} per minute, and I built myself a

wh ant itstandard out of uranium oxide, which was a powder
}

to discharge the electroscope at the same Tatas)saadBet

Seecantanteent 500erentoenethe niera,

curides ig. the dia@ategration rate of a certain

amount of any isotope, M1 ofour radioactive phosphorous

was Based on that standard. a

How did you determine biological effectiveness?

By blood counts, mostlyg GaPie they fell out of sight, why,

usually the animals would die.

Go¥asa you| find that there was ee localization?

Well, tathe bone marrow. GPghose,Sieys the very beginnings

of cadiokostaphyn there—daxe? (Breiner people in the Lab,

whose names I've been trying to remember, who were physicists,
a

(oPrhelpful to, bus
A A

I've read something stating that Hamilton was responsible for

developing the technique of radioautography. Prieta
Neitaf

No, ‘We had a Dorothy Axelrod who made nany radioautographs,
aOrn:

Voithabetly plutoniung/because it*s an alpha mattery you geten ’ A

beautiful pictures. ;
: the Wd *

But that was later, wasn't it? That was thedzmore-

Much, much later, yes.

De you know anything about whe was responsible for the initial

dowe
developuent of the technique? Was that dew at Berkeley?
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. an [ChiwdePathe]:
KGS: It was done at Berkeley by sie. young Belgiva®

. A

‘ C\

SSR: Re was killed fin the war.

t

RGS: No,

SSH: That must have been sort of a cover-up that I read then.

KGS: I guess it was,. *eauec? I don't knowg/what was wrong with

him, he had a very nice wife. m

. 'HOs that he died .

SSE: That was in the foepbes,—ddd—hedte?
, , |;
304 . 2

KGS: Well, it was the early thtretes, I think. It was before '37. ,

deck He and his wife lived in a little one room apartment deal ‘

that I used to lfve in. The landlady would come busting in

any time of day of night and close the curtains to protect

the place, or something like that. Eelt—Like2} it wag one

of those fishbowl jobs, you know. You couldn't relax with

her in the area.

SSH: | Well, what was the response to your work with the P32 Was

there excitement about a potential cancer cure?

RGS; Well, we were very enthustasticgy4nd other people weres/too,

the @hrontcle's emeritus scetence writer, Gobind Lal, fev—

wrote aone page dissertation on radioactive phosphorous.

+
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I have a copy of that among all these papers around here ~—

ee) a reprint out of the paper, Mew—tf—Ican

e

ketth—aurely

pire

tese_youd

Because’ I had people fiwecuata

+

SSH:

KGS:

SSH:

SSH: .

RBS: |

come in through my office when I was at San Francisco. And

every once in fyhtle I met the original person who did the

origtnal work. So I had this thing on the wall and I just

said, "Well you're wrong, I did the original work Aa yak +

for yourself," GST there was an Australian character by the

name of Sharpe I think they became Sharp electronics— Who | impmres

we the
thought he wasAfirst investigator b:But that wasn!"t so.

Who was working with you,—newy” on these early P32 studies?

What role was John Lawrence playing? *

John Lawrence was really the director of the projects’and his

brother Ermest, who eevery fond ef his little brother John.

What sort of accomodations did John have at that stage? Because

titr-t—nal) you're atill talking about the period before

he comes permanently to Berkeleyy he's atill going back and forth

to Yale. :

saan Yale, yes. Well phep camé out one year on a full-time basis,

. he hit at 5 .
fad yeu couldn't live anywhere, sal We tried them-wieh the faculty

@lub andhe was bitten to death by fleas..

He lived with his brother for while, too, didn't he? waa

I don't kmow too much about his comings and goings, Somewhere

along thatline he marrfed Amy Bowles, who was a very lovely

girl, ‘and very wealthy, inetdentally.
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antehat was 1942, ao that it was a little bit later.\

area

 

Were you working with Paul Ewewesel?

Well, Paul was very helpful in the Lab, and he was

a very efficious guy. GoRobert Stone didn’t give him the

credit fie deserves. He ran that militon volt X-ray tube

from the beginning for Robert Stone, which he mentioned in

his. letter. Ca¥he later became the ambassador of isotopes

for the Atomic Energy Counisteer tow had a very pleasant

assoctation with him. I got interested in neutronsythis

was in the late chines¢ \nd I ompared thé-etfects of

neutrons on mouse cunedeag-and how| Fanrersered with the

radtoactive phosphorous deposition fn we tissues. Cond

neutrons were very useful in causing tissue danazep@aF-

that was published, Paul did the neutron dosages, because I

wasn't in any position to do it.

Had they Begun cancer therapy at that stage?

Yes, this was during the period where we had the 60-aneh

cyclotron at Crocker Lab.

Can you tell me about the decision to try neutron therapy

on patients? Were you involved with that in any way?

Well, when we founds those funny particles were neutronsg-

‘no one knew what a neutron was in those days frerybody got

in the acypfnd I did my study, which I'm still very proud of.

(AnPie's a very useful tool. Some Many years later some

Russians thought they fad discovered this effect of neutrons

on the distribution of radionucl@jdes tn the body. (Angthey

published thefr great experiment as proof) aadI sent a reprint
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to some place way off in Rusaia aomewhere, atating (€hg?that

we had ‘done, and {t was much earlier than theirs by, oh,

a generationpractically .

the
SSH: What do neutrons do toAdtstrihution of...?

.
as

KGS; Well, they*re about six times more effective than X-rays, +

a tule of thvmb that we use, Non for Longor dose for dose.
“>

Heard from those Russians, you know they were there
3

‘and they were very pleasant about the whole thing.

SSH: Well, getting back to the neutron therapy, were you a part

of that operarion?

_ oY
KGS: No, I was just in the same lab. Let's start,with Crocker Lab,

bed — Tr BOTs aera
Because itnever really gotbuilt yet. But, it was built, and

. A

I don't knowwhy they tore it downy they claimed it waz too
. <—

heavily contaminated with things like plutoniumfand so on.

SSH: But you don't think that was true?

. . 1 La

KGS: Well, I don’t think so, no. I was very carefully l-ve-ween

fandling stuff like that«(fragt ingzisted on recovering everything

T gavepyin the way of doses of radioactive elements to animals.

And you can knock on wood, but I'm one of the pioneers that

doesn't ‘have. leukemia.

Crock Lalorery
SSH: d like to talk about that a little bit later, let's talk

about crocker.

<a Well, the people at Crocker were people that John Lawrence

 

cesaae

attracted,Gheewas LawrenceTuteieHost of these people

went chrougt ,ISrould-showtthem what we did. wish.

our equipment.Katieworked with me for quite while,

SoH: | Where did he come from?

. os ak ,
KGS: .. He was from U.C., aw the department of agricultural engineering”
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or something like that,

Hhet-and_why/had he previously Been interested in radioisotopes?

No, he just came inglooking for part-time work, and they put

him on as a radfochemist-biclogist type.

~And~hou,)were youg’by this times;a fulltime employee of

the Crocker Radfation Lab?

For $50% a month.

For$50-e-month How,was that brought about by your

association with John Lawrence?

Yes.

It was dust-—vort—vf’logical for you to come along woiis ym?

then
Yee, I was doing his work. We were‘treating patients

with leukemia with radtoactive phosphorous’ \yad my job

was to do the excretion bit with the stools and so on.

How was that deciston made, to treat the first patient, I

believe it was a 193%yweetet

Yes, it. was GFghetatmas Eveg ex-somethingTtke-that;itke-they

10(Qt remember I got a call at homes I was supposed to

come in right away. I don’t think the Lawrences ever really

trusted my radtochemistry, £0 they got Tuttle to do radiochemistry

for yhile.

Why would they not trust your radiochemistry?

I don't know. I wasn't a chemist, for one thing.

But Tuttle wasn't either.

No, he wasngyGayTn trying to think of the other people

we hadaround theres tthere was a# Martin Kayman.

He was“doing a lot of it, wasn't he?

Yes, Re really knew chemistry.
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SSH: Wellthat was his background,

KGS: Yes.

SSE: Was Seaborg in the picture at allgyat that stage?

KGS: Well, at a distance. He was eovly involved in the Atomic

Energy Commission. But Crocker Lab in the early days was

a very strange place we had all these characters around

throwing their weight around. We had an Alfred Marsha

who was a very fine cellular .physiologist I guess he would

e. (Ait read in the paper where his sister was looking

forror noBt went to Berkeley, and I guess he wasn’t

anywhere near there, He'd not been there for years. EO

_sun—tato_hin,o? I used to run into himpevery once in 4,

while. he-tereIte always hates John Lawrence, because

he thinks he gave him a raw deal.

SSH: _ On what specifically? Do you know the background?

KGS: Well varsh had a fellowship, which was quite a nice fellowship,

And John just let him run dowyfYand-had nothing else to offer

him.

SSH: Thieuss-now)yas this in the war years? Beeewee-he—teaves———

<GS: Before, before, .

S6Et——___tlew

Pn

SSH:. | Waan't there some political controversy too? °

GS; Well, the only political controversy I heard about was the

_ . ewsencds trying to move the first year medical achool to the

ss -“Ta c.| medical center{ib ‘San Fanasiol .

SSH! But that was later, was it not?

Loo . . On

Res: Well, tt Happened lategpbut it was continuing on for the whole
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generation.

SSH: How early do you remember them trying to do that?

. "30s
KGS: Well, in the late thieetes, I would say fs the first I became gore

of id,
wouk.

SSH: Why were they so interested in having it moved?

KGS; Well, everyone was Very critical of the U.C. medical centers

withHoldfashioned school and ity old-fashioned faculty.

SSH: Well, let's finish with the P32 cherapygecause that's an

interesting episode. Can you tell me about the first patient

treatment on Christmas Eve? Did you go in when you were

called at home?

KGS: Well, I went fn and did my job. nat I wasn't

interested in that,’ it was kind of a big grandstand act.

SSH: For. whose benefit?

KGS; The Lawrences, John and Ernest.

SSH: Was this again to attract funding?

KGS: Yes, and fame,

SSH: What was the basis for making the step from the animal

experiments to human therapy?

kes: Our results on mice in the early days; on monkeysgle

eventyally had some monkeys.

‘SSH: "I believe that P32 therapy for leukemia peters out in the

war yeara. Wars “iatsimply because it was realized that it

was, not effective oo

xcs: 7 well; t don" t thar that it ever: got a fair chance. If you

can‘eure ‘mciise ‘Yéukemta with P32," you can cure human leukemia.

But no ‘one,had.‘efinaee enough to give them the amount that
sm hae

theyadéded at:cellestimesnile4

a motma+ =} ws a
. woot ge    
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You mean they were underdosing?
Lh ew

Underdosing and letting the disease keep ahead of &. I

establistied the letHal dose of P32 in rire~meakey/ rhesus monkeys.
TANS] Lous -Geer
And Mrs, bebter did the cell counts for mng)aedbedadose

A of ata?
of-about? if I remember correctly, 2 1/2 millicures‘kilogram

3

bodyweightéy / would just about kill half of them.

Why were the Lawrences afraid to take that one extra step?

‘To really give an effective dose?

Well, I don"t know, part of it was the shortage of P32, we had

trouble making enough on the newer cyclotron that they built and

put it in Crocker Lab.

60".
The b6uiech.

Yes,
of

GO.
And yet the lé—imech was a better producer of isotopes than the

37 teh, wasn"t it?

Oh, much, yes, much better.

But it still wasn't enough for adequate...

Welltt just didn't have'the output to do it witire

What was the response of the medical community, and specifically

the medical school in San Francisco?

They were tnterested tn what we were doing, A man's name

Dv. [Ro tart $2] Veter,

' pops up fn Stone's tape, Stacey, waa in there.
,

And I remember S.F. Cook going to San Francisco with me, with

and
our leukemia studfes on the effect of P32 on leukemia and so

forth,.(ac remember talking to wob(or, who was just a young

man then, Nand one of the therapists, he got leukemia cases and

so forth.

ta that where you were actually treating the patients?
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No, they were a@ aw | &ter » moat of them, and they

came unio. JohnMeechfor their workCodes. Lawrence Tuttle,

who was kind of a characterg/anyuayI'm very fond of him}

I've lost touch with hing’Geused to talk to these patients

and Rind of "play doctor." fingJohn thought it was me, and

he blamed me for itfand got very upset.

Ryle3. + ~
John thinkingthat that was his role as a doctor, and-net+.+—_2”

4 — eee

Oh yes, a doctor-patient relationship. We went right by

the Book on that.

Was there a problem in those days about patient treatment?

feu. 'YOs

I know that) becomes a big issue GPthe nid~foredes onwards,

about(patient treatment on theheBerkeleycampug).

Well,I don't think any patients got treated on the Berkeley

campugpréxcept the ones that went into John’s laboratory there.

(anbit b Do Lab. (Arf@then they had iiton ieAng tt ecame Donner Lab. (ad? then ey had a pav is on in—

~the-Enivaraityat Cowell Hospital.

But in these early days all the patient treatment was done

at tHe medical school with medical faculty presiding.

Down in the physics department at U.C., in the Radiation

Lab, under John Lawrence's direction.

(enthat was all right with the medical school? ‘and’ they
-

the

Well. Jofin Lawrence was never accepted intmedical school. He

D Tada cal seen
wasn't a Board mem! of anything, which they always looked /o4'%

a 14

upon there, You"ve got to be certified AL. “, Awd something,

hopefully radiology, But the radiology department fust wouldn't

Rave im,
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SSH: Why was that?

KGS: Bester’Stone didn't Iike him.

SSH: Was that just a personal thing?

KGS: I think it was kind of a personal thingsyand a political thing.

SSH: Did Stone look upon Lawrence as a threat to his monopoly over

all forms of radtation?

KGs: No, I don’t know if he felt that way, but Stone really owed

Ernest Lawrence a lot. He made the 60Seek cyclotron available

for the neutron therapy chatBoaterStone did. There was

another man, who worked with Stone, by the name Ttarkin, who

was upset by all of this, because Larkin thought it was his

neutron therapy. (GRYbocte? Stone's wealthy patients used

to roll up with their chauffeurs and their iced champagne,

ha the Laboratory they had a big field day that afternoon,

we all got s®acked on champagne and I thought it was

wonderful.

SSH: Whatwas the breakdown of labor? You have John Larkin, who

was an M.D., and Robert Stone, and then John Lawrence was

involvedgrin the early dayaspin that neutron therapy. What

were the three M.D.‘s doing? |

“‘XGS: Chins for power,

s6+——_——Ceugh}—What—wase?

xos* “It's as atraight aes that,

SSH: (Whatcan you expand on that?

RGS; Building on their own personal ambitions and regaining and

maintaining control over the program,
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SSH: How was this ahaying for power expressed?

KGS: Well, usually by the type of papers that people would

give at scientific meetings.

SSH: What do you mean when you say that?

KGS: WellI was thinking of peeterEdith Quimby; + who

wrote a textbook on nuclear medicinestinally. And she

got up at a meeting we had in the early days and said

that radioactive phosphorGus wasn't anything that you

could use, fhat it was bexcad-4n an X-ray machine, and

you could do anything with @v’x-ray machine’ that you
é

could do with radioactive phosphoréus or anything else.

(angJohn Lawrence was sitting beside me, and this was

a slap at him to the worst dimension. Adhoush Edith

Coin bey eventually became grandmother of nuclear

energy, and she'd go around, give courses to radiclogists

who were never really well-prepared in the field anyhow.

SSH: What was Jobo Lawrence's response?

KGS: He was very upsetg/but he didn't do anything on the surface

about it. There was a lot of under the table negotiating

going on.

SSE: About what?

wv

KGS; About usuallythe{p”control of things.
a

nnn
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been there very long when I was walking down the hall

one day with Secostones’ \and the deanSector saith

came out, and offered me the directorship of the Radio-

activity centerg’right then and there. And‘I was

naturally very happy about it. This was after my Ph.D.,

by the way, and made Stone furious. He said he was ae 3

sec thet T reat promoted,or do anether thing for me. |

I said, "Do you want nes pa td 2" And he said, "No."

SSH: Why was he furious?

KGS: Because he wanted to control it. He wanted to run it.

/ .
SSH: But you werapyat that stage(! were-younot, in the department

of radiology. igen 't the Radioactivity Centers. research
- cA Tee a fee oe, lor Ot aN at ~

cantar) a branch?
A

KGS: No, it was set up on it’s own budget.

-33-—_—_—____¢tr

SSE: So he really didn't have much control.

KGS: ' Didn't have any, yes.

Kos: So 'they were sniping at me for years over that, aver, as

long as they were around.

SSH: . What was omith's treason,do—you

thi:

in appointing you

director?

f

KGS: Well he epoke to the deans of Pharmacy and Dentistry,

joa that's what they wanted,)hey wanted somebody that

could lead them around and help them out and not control

it like a patent.

SSH: What happened after the “pbs of the Radioactivity

KR

kesearch Labfy‘and the fact that Gefas upset that he didn't
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SSE: Well let's backtrack>—Do-youthinkatleast
~

.-che~outwardexpression of these diffituittesthetween—

qedécal-phystes—et-Berketeyfero
Hone LN

SSH:. Now Crocker Lab opened in 1937,) f-forget-what. month it*

~wadt”Can you tell me hqw people came to be employees fon

how personnel Was attracted?

KGS; Well, mostly by word of mouth. The people they had there

were ssither’people supported by a grant, Yikes’we. were”

tolking-sbowtDocto?Kecanafi. anaidForgotten what

fellowship he had, I think it was a Haye!

fellowship.
; 7

SSH: Had he been on campusf/before Crocker opened hte-~bent?

KGS: ’ No, he was brought in as an out-of-state person,ase-~

"SSH: Now, who would have been responsible for that? Would

that have been one of the Lawrences?

KGS: One of the Lawrences probably accepted him as a fellow.

E helped him quite a bit in the area; I helped him get

a car. (andaanytime sayening happened, I was the first

to learn about it. GFbe left in Zawhich he was

very dissatisfied withg’the performance of the Crocker

Lab and what it could do for him.

SSE: . Why do you suppose that John Lawrence let his grant run

down?
. . - : . ake

KGS: I don't tow. I wasn't in on any of the decisions which srr 7*"*

at the time. eventually left the Lah completely.
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SSH: Wellthat was after your Ph.}) shough,—that-was....)?.

KGS: No. BSefore.

SSH~—______—#lat_Ohy122"

PrivotkBo SuneSo
As I said, I was always interested in nutrition. And

I needed an income a bit greater than $50 a month.

Even in those days, you-knaw) that wasn't very much.

So I built a home in Richmond. I built the place lock,

stock and barrel. angtis-wae-theehLt July, 1

rememberwhenI_started/I bought some cheap lots out

in Richmond. One the 4th of July we started digging

the foundations. It was hot, and, oe that soil was

very hard. (ang built a little house with one bedroom

and a great big living room. ‘Plumb ing and fireplace

and everything. And we were in before Christmas. And

that was my half-time job, transferring my activities

over to the sale of laboratory animals.

SSH: I notice on

yout

svrritolonytect 1939-1942 private business.

ie-that. 9

KGS: That was it.
. a,

sar . ’phen

it

wae

heppening

O-

(eos \ found out how to raise laboratory mice in large numbers

by using a dietthad L.» I can't say invented, but

developed. (Cane‘L found out that mice needed about five

‘times the vitamin intake that dogs did, aed fveryone

raiéed them on dog pellets, which was a very poor,

unvevarding thing to do. t got it developed to the point

where I could get - one mouse for every breeding female

 

- Ate ar
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I had in the laboratory, Vnich Tt hada little buiiding

back of the home I built.

To whom were you selling the mice? Albert Poe)

Mostly to the Navy. They went to Doctor Kréyger's

lab primarily,\ He developed a lot of influena vaccines

and I don't know what else with these mice. And it got

0 big that I was selling two and three thousand mice

per month.

Is that the Kr@yger who now ig writing a lot about

air tons?

Yee, I think it must be. He's quite old nows\ he's 20

years older than I amg-anyway. He's been a bactertfologist

at UC for many years.

Then I'm sure it's the same one. So the business was

doing well?

Welk, I made a lot of money. (Laugh)

Why did you leave it? (Laugh)

Well, we had a couple of cars and I had a nervous

exhaustion experience) I just wasn't happy doing

anything with anybody or anything else. So I sold it

-to a poor fellow whial?I don't think understood how

to do a thing like that.

“Andthen what did you do?

That washout the time we opened the door’be‘Crocker

Taagain. Cand washired by Joseph Hamilton, who
cor van”.

headed up the secret W48-A engineering of the Manhattan

wae

Bpistrict. (its mae ,
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Well) the Crocker had heen opened for a little while

before the war. 1‘

a

‘I think it opened in 1937. The Denner opened in 1942.

I never had anything to do with Donner Laboratory or

their people.

How separate were the two? tmeapyfrom talking to

people it seems to me that they were run as strictly

independent entities?) that~frermlpr

They wera, they wereboth under John Lawrence's control,
ww.

I think. ‘and eemial, Cornelius Tobias was his man. Hardin

Jones became his man. Hardin Jones started out at the

Crocker Laboratory.
» Conti 7

Did you have any, both of you being phystologists,

I had Hardin as a student, more or Lege.)

rman=are “oo

= —

“a

—_—————
—=

wee ee eeee

@nd€could never get him to do anything right; his tracer

atudtes weren't, I thought, adequate. He just wanted to

do his own thing.

Did you have any dealings with him later on in life,

when he was established in Donner Lab?

No, none at all, really.

Going back to the opening days of Crocker Lab. John

Lawrence, of course, was thereguntil Donner Lab was

opened. And Hamilton was there from the very beginning?

When John moved out of his office in Crocker, Joe



SSH:

KGS:

SSH:

KGS:
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Hamilton moved infee~it_wee—tust—itee-chat,)with this

New secret project.

How did that come about? Do you know why Crocker and

Hamilton were chosen to run ¢fe;—yor*re-tateing-now--

aba the fission metabolismy,_.. 4 A experiments.

is
Yes, well, Joseph Hamilton had support of Ernest Lawrence.

‘an@he became quite -capable in the physics necessary

to run a cyclotron, So they turned the 60. Seeh cyclotron

over to hin.

Do you know how he became interested in radioisotopes?

I know he was involved relatively early, before he even

came overg’on a permanent basisg’to Berkeley.

Well, I told your-of my memory of his pewsnel visit

to the Lab. He was just a young resident in neurology

aS Ginvrs. ‘ tte

interested in doing something oese

|
And you think that visit was what pretipitated; waesehet?

Well, he was hired on the staff by then. Andthey gave

eon
him a laboratory that he could run. He was interested -—

pVrwAnwn

in the metabolism of various elementss I was a guinea

pig of his. He worked out the excretion of bromide in

the body \ynd I saved a urine sample every time I had

OW.

one, until it seemed wrong to @o®throw them away,#fT

"pave—them-away_to_someones” (SSH laughs} You know that

funny feeling.

com

Well, even before that _t-betteve!he had done some

radiosodium work withStone, Tn fact he published in

1936, I peltevefybefore he was really over on the Berkeley
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side of the bay.

Well,Ham{iton always was vacillating back and forth.

~§88:———____Heae-he?”

Ke

SSH:

KGS;

SSH:

Do you know anything about those early radiosodium

experiments?

I don't know anything about them) I don't know what he

did with Ston except what Stone says, ‘any’ the main

interest had to be radioactive todinegin those early

days. It's a fission products-4s you know. (ana™ Tefue ~

131 with a eight day half-life was really developed

from the uranium materials that were in the nuclear

reactor, in the pile. Qn?the Atomic Energy Commission

began shipping out batches of fis: to any of the aub-

contractors, which included us. When I got it at the

Qadiation Lab, at Crocker Laboratory, I was quite a bit

in control of laboratory policy. (ang interested Earl

Miller in using radioactive tfodine to investigate

thyroid disease and so forth. Qaihe get up a lab there,>~

at U.C. Medical Center. (anit has“become quite a famous

laboratory, hey named it after hingMES he retired. (Laugh)

Kind of a gift you get out of the University, fakes

-40 years.

fealtthatsomething» I know Hamilton continued his

lodine studies after the war. gauettya
wal OOpks tt 3 ~

lot of his work on the naturally occurring, the<-—
A A

_wotd_t_wonty-weil’things like the bromide-chlorine studies
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that he'd done before the war, sodium) ali—thase’

ocawrring-eiemenso> But that pretty much

dropped out of the picture after the warypacientes ,

KGS: Well I guesa it did. We were ail mainly concerned

with atomic bombs.

SSH: Why was that? just because the AEC thought it was

importantgandyou had the technique?

KGS; Well, that's where our money came from.

SSH; Tikat~was—eneugiu Were you in on that very early

war research? Do you know why Hamilton and the Crocker

Lab were chogen? Was it simply because of the 60" Sewer

cyclotron?

KGS: ’ Yes, primarily,because when I got in the group!was really

secret, I wasn't supposed to know anything. An?”you

can't help but find out,ng “Just by osmosis. When he

hired me, I waa there as a laboratory technician 1, I

guess5oA

SSH: rhe sought you out. How had you met up againg’after

your episode with animal breeding?

KGS; I don't remember. I left there under kind of a cloud.

I didn't get roe verywell with John, Lawrence. and

aX Adoast alKeait Col Erve a!
rnest of" course; his big brother, but Giwas also very

nice’ to ae. fi made euch a mess in the laboratory without

a hood for a muffle furnacefnwy I made these disgusting

amells, muffling human feces in open aixgend (laughter)

ot
there was a narrow little walkway between Crocker Lab

and the old laboratory. (ang can gee Don Cooksity in
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the back of my mind, coming in one day. He was

grabbing his throat, coming in the door, a onfler

terrible smell was. (Laughingly) (and 1 said, "You

can't do this kind of work without a proper hood. And

I have to do it, so this is what we're faced with.”

Wellhe went over to Ernest Lawrence right away.

SSH: And you got a proper hood.

KGS: And I got a proper hood. Looked like a steamboat with”

~

‘the thing coming outofthere. _-But-that——
.Sweetie: |

a*

(background noise) js nae .
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SSH: Were your differences with John Lawrence mainly |hy ud

7 ' n

on|personalityy

oxwhatHose

therngat

of

tle

KGS: I thought. it was based on a matter of performance.
Lae — frees +A

Gu

I expected fuadS out of him, which he was incapable

of giving.

SSH: - You mean scientific performance?

KGS: Well, yes that, and in everything. He was a terrible

laboratory man. And he was also very late on many occasions.

fand't'a show up walking the floors trying to be present

when he needed something and...

SSH: When you say "terrible laboratory man," do you mean

that he just wasn't very skilled in laboratory procedures?

KGS: He was wry Teezeus One of the biggest break-

throughs Cera?dn an animal tumor, which we were using

one of Ernest Lawrence's fancy instruments to measure,

turned out to be gome contamination on thumb.

faye simply got some of the stuff on his thumb" and

PRIVACY ACT MATERIAL REMOVED
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went right off the scale. That kind of thing.
A

SSH: ess what effect did his lack of performance have7

thiak/on the way researches conducted it at Donner

Lab?

KGS: I think it held him up, especiaily when he went to

. cre U.C. hedical Genter or anywhere else. People would

tend to downgrade him, because of lack of experience and....

~tend_af_tapey>
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you think there was any tendency, as time went

on, for him to go less and less often into the Labs-dnd

become more and more concerned with administrative duties?

Well, I saw so little of him in those years that I don't

know what he did with his time. He also was pretty heavily

tavojveewith Cornélius jlobias and Hardin Jones, they had

Ky cn ot 3 : —~
hy ¢

a high altitude laboratory there of some“sort. Gruglerat _*

was all part of the medical physics group! there was one toes
t

o t . ’ ae

on the Berkeley campus. (and.F. Cook again took charge | 7%"
b \ ‘ Spent

of that x just expressing his personality. And they. j oan

Five,ntye ol Cabbar ara tbe be dtRomeecth hfe Db
had this high “altitude facility in the White Mountains,‘'~ .j og
that they set up up there. re

How did Cook express his personality?

Well, he controlled the whole thing for many years. Both

budgetariiy6viay’and researchyise.

He had the money?

Wellhe had control of the grant. The medical physics

group, which was mostly physicists from the Berkeley campus};~

and sone other people like Cook, controlled medical physics

in the University of California for quite a few years.

Is this in the poatCyar years that you're talking about?

Well, this is mostly during the war.

So theyhad the ‘grants ‘and consequently could call the

shots, ie that what you're saying?

 

Yess
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SSH: How did John Lawrence react to that?

KGS: Well, I really didn't know him well enough or have enough

to do with hinto see what his reactions were. We kind

of lost him during World War ITI.

SSH: And never got back to him after the war?

KGS: . No, I've had some very nice chats with him. You meet him

ina hallway fnear an elevator or something, but....

SSH: What about Hamilton and Lawrence, what sort of a relation-

ship did they have?

KGS: With Ernest Lawrence it was excellent. He and John didn't

get along too well. td

SSH: What was the basis of that?

KGS: Struggling for a place in the sun,is about all I can say

: about it.

SSH: Even after each had his own laboratory?

KGS: Well, that was more or less true; John was usually involved,

there
one way or another. aot can't help you much mesre, my

Nad Ma,

memory is very clear on what happened xfer I went hack

to Crocker Lab after my animal business success.

SSH: Gey Well, that would have been about the time that Donner..

KGS: Was opening up.

SSH; _ifas-opening-ite-dnara,yee?So that's when you lost track

of John Lawrence.

KGS: Really it is, yes.

SSH. . Is at your impression that Hamilton waa léft pretty much

in charge of the‘ship, so to speaty¥-asedpe was making

o ? * ‘

the decietons’ that,-tn-vogerdtopiiacty
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KGS: Yes, he really was he had the support of the people

back in Washingtongywho were responsible for the Manhattan

district. And he had a great deal of influence with those

peoples were—edmriveie—end

SSH: How do jou reach the stage of having influence with people

| like that?

KGS: Mostly by being there and talking to them when they had

a need,

SSH: (Andyat least in the early days, was it true that the 60"

was about the only machine around which could produce the

isotopes that were needed for the experiments that the A.E.C.

and the Manhattan Project needed. Ie—that_tree?

KGS: Well, they had a facility at the University of Chicago.

Now they were nuclear reactor=minded. But I thinkg‘aostly”

en ~~ NS

they came¥to Joe Hamilton for help. Now two people figure

in this. Ome is Robert Stone, who went to what we call

the Metallurgical Laboratory Projects director of

medical research, I would guess. Ard the other person

that shows up around here is Stafford Warren, who was one

of my boases.

SSH: What are their roles?

KGS: Well, Stafford Warren was a full golonel in the Manhattan

. Q-

BPistrict, and he spent his time traveling around the

. country, breathing down the backs of people like naiwhe

Ty .Se was given the first plutoniung/ experiment waset)

to find out where it went in the body. |

ssi: How did that happen?
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KGS: Well, it was primaraljyy the relationship hetween Hamilton

and Seabord, who was right up at the top in producing +:

elements and fsotopes.

SSH: Well,plutonium had been produced7on the 60", had it not,
—_a

 

ifor the first cima?

KGS: Well, I guess it had, for physical experiments. But that

wasn't enough to use in animals. (and1 was given, through

them, 11 milligrams of plutonium. It's in that plutonium

reprint. Uitierpro!

pdr—wary—around-these-webt-enongit&—

—KGS+____Sweetter—theekground-neise}—~-

SSH: Now who would have been responsible for making a decision
|wespa oo. ;

to have plutonium set aside for biologicals?

KGS: Hamilton, through Seaborg.

SSH: . GYwould Stone have played any role in that?

KGS: No, he was completely out of GeFthat part of it. He was

; Ridye.
in Chicago and later Oakwell.

SSH: freer Do you suppose Hamilton would have written to Seaborg

and said, “Please give me a piece for biological experiments?”

KGS: Yes.. That's how we got all fissionable materials, which

festaA ot! .
we eventually did and published on. That included S.werits sn~

. f ~

and. neptunium and go on.
. 9 .

SSH: _Was that done by telephone, do-you-euppose?”

Bo~yeu

think

KGS: You couldn't make a phone call and have it stick. It was

strictly top secret stuff. [interurhon]

98then

-te-you-wart-me-te-teke_that-egetnt—
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ones Chackground noise, pause) Well, I went back

into the laboratory in October, 194227 na there were

Ov
flovisie two chemists that I'm very fond of, Meberstreet and

UIs ‘
+ FatovaoenGE ver’ very good soil chemists. And they

were used to working with trace minerals and elements.

But they wouldn't work on anything unless it was a white

ashy \hich &vieof their conditions for me. ccT

vrowghe something inSraripping of blood, énthey would

say, "Don't bring it here. Take it away and make it into

a white ash." -you,(interruption)

Latae?ay friend Overstreet diedfnot too long agogyof cancer.

adrhe was a chain smoker, and he had cancer of the lung.

How did they come. to be at Crocker Lab? .

Joe Hamilton hired them, found them as part of our group.

What was your job during the war?

I was the major flunky and tracer man. I was surprised

to find out that notone knew how to do a decent tracer

study when I came back on the Lab.

Including Hamiiton?

Including Hamilton. .He knew how to do it, but he didn't

have the patience for that, measuring and so forth.

So I aet up all the tracer studies and directed them.

I finally wound up with a staff of about 14 girls, and

weshad-our ine-and-outs as all personalities will.
De Be

. CoPta is where Patricia Durbin came along. terd—we

 

I wound never tell thie te anyone who
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washer. She did come along and develop beautifully

as a scientist.

What was Hamilton's role. bb-pee-wererscPe

He was her boss.

But in the Lab as a whole, if you were mainly doing the

tracer experiments, what was left {o- HamPe ?

Wellabout 5,000 plutonium analyseg) I was pretty slap

happy. He said, "Well, what are you doing all that for,

Scott you can go hire some people to help you."" And

that was new,kaos!to me. fad 1 hired quite a

few people. One of them was Durbin, one of them was

ceautey ah. = And"!Josephine Crawley, who im a lovely girl. And'’’

I only know of what has happened to her since Patricia

Durbin told ng)(andshe had a complete mental collapse

over the project in general and her part in it. She

was one of my right-hand people.
A ad the ecllaps

You mean several years after she“, ?

Yes.

? 7
Why. over the project, de-you-think?

It came on much later she wasa devout Catholic girl.

Gar was emotionally interested in her, involved) I

was very fond of her, but there wasn't anything I could

do about tc> I was married alreadysentwe had a close

relationship, but it wasn't any more than that.

Wellwhat was Hamilton doing,while?

Buzzing around the country mostly

a—

CPicking up unusual radionucl@ides that he could bring back
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to the Lab and toss into the hopper.

What about the cyclotron itself, who was responsible for

keeping that going?

He was.

He-dia-i€, Wellwhat happened when he was off buzzing

around the country?,

Well, he left it with the crews we had a regular cyclotron

crew. We had some young physicists. One of them was

nN
the son of the chairman of the physics department, Deetet Da. ns

Birge, who was kind of a 4, | character. Yeu" |

enaw'he'd teeue™ becnta dh you a keyan charge you a dollar)te™~

keGonte-Hall”(Anjtthen 1£ you lost it, he'd give you hell,

and if you found it again, he eaid, "Oh, you only found

it because youwepet your dollar back." (SSH laughs)

That kind of a guy.

Was the crew solely responsible for scheduling and operating?

Yes, if I needed something I'd go to the chemist, and go

to the crew. G91 don't remember the members of the crew

too well, as to what their names were.

A know there was other wor} aside from

the fission product metabolism studies({going on I_mean>-

. Hamilton Etnodhad a contract which he shared

Tere
withAxelrod, do you know about that?

Yes, that was due to radioautography of fission or fisstonable

products, or other things.

You had nothing in specific to do with that project?

I worked with her directly I usually gave her all of
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the specimena,(she needed a lung or a liver from a rat,

I gave it to her.

SSH: Was there anything else going on in the way of researchf”

ia the war years?

KGS; Well, we were using the cyclotron to make fission products.

Gort think the first thing@che chemists produced that

&
we used was radioactive Gtrium, which is a fission

A

product. We were bombarding si uranium, and

was makingé“wag) the world supply of, L-een't

~remembex-if) polonium. (Anthe exposed himself to

polonium, which is one of the things that probably led to

his leukemta that killed him.
fo himself ;. eypose seit |

SSH: You mean accidentallyg’she-expevere?

KGS; Yes, he didgy in(ene one of the laboratories in the chemistry

department. The whole thing got away from him and blew

up or burned up; something like that.RDF Las

SSH: So you think that the exposure to radfoisotopes ~didhave?”
A

a factor in his Leukemia

KGS: Well, yes and the fact that ‘you couldn't keep him out of

the control room cyclatronor the bombardment

area where the lead came out. If somebody wanted something,

he just couldn't rush in there fast enough. Gavthere's

a lot of residual radiation from a thing like that. I

could pick it up on my instruments that I ransLeConte Hall,

which was in the basement, and it had to shine down from

. the cyezotron all the way down once that building.

SSH: | why did he take suchrisks?

KGS; Impatience, I think mostly. He was a very impatient man.
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th,

I think he realized that he already had tt@fthe

way of radiation exposure, because of accidental things

and so forth, find.9

SSH; So he didn't think precautions were necessary.

KGS; Not enough, .and I jumped on him for it, ectve all

got after himay jt didn't help.

SSH; How was he in regard to the safety of other people.

KGS; Well,he was kind of thoughtless of it, I thing he-reetiy—~

He never worried about whether I had any plutonium

in me or notgy ind it turned out to be one of the most

deadly things you can get.

SSH: I hope you were worried. (laugh)

KGS: Well, I was being very careful in those days, Ly1 knew

what I wanted to do, and how to do it right. And if you

did it right there wasn’t any radiation exposure.

SSH: Well_wosif wasn't particularly concerned,
-

then who was seeing to it that people (Cadyin lesser

positions’ in Crockerywere taking proper safety precautions?

Kos: _ Wentwes very concerned. (sndthat waa one of the

reasons“why I left Crocker in 1951, and moved all of

ny activities ‘to’ the Gactoscesvsites esearch Genter

OUEY a. on the. Sin Franctaco campus. or went away and I never

 

  
  

 

    

 

. ome biek really.

_Decsaeyou didntthink that the> safety standards were
. , . “

ghenought -

- Vellaeeadto.ao sone~iarys“what I| thought’ were

Sageeeae
Lo “Sine: ee

ao
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incautioua experiments. I thought they were morally

wrong.

SSH: Are you talking now about the human experiments?

KGS: Yes.

SSH: And he went ahead and did those.

KGS: Yes, he did, and hé did the first one with my help.

SSH: That was the plutonium?

KGS: Plutonium-248, which we gave to this nice man who was

scheduled for stomach surgery. They were suregp Earl

Miller, for example, was surethat he had cancer of the

stomach$”nd his probable survival wasn't very great),

he was 55, maybe, ora) when I first found him. (and?

we injected him with plutonium-238, and the story of it is

that he didn't have a cancer that anyone could demonstrates

Earl Miller got very upset withSiew knd looked for days

at slides of thie man's post~op remainscx and he just

didn't have it. ‘I got very interested in him as a person,

and I contracted§/through the laboratoryto buy all of

his urine and feces, for which he would get a monthly

check. GFve would go up once a weeksf/and pick it up,?

ih ose.
ama acid carbolim in various bottles we left up there

with him.

SSE: Did he know what was going on?

“Kgs: . Never told him.

SSE: What waa the-outcome?

KGS: os Finally, the Laboratory wouldn't pay for hia feces anymore.

o ee ' He was in excellent health. His sister was a nurse and

i
y
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and she was very suspicious of me. But to my knowledge

he never found out, and he sifpped through cur fingers

at the age of 8&he died from something. dard—he—died
4he.

SSH: Nothing to do with*plutonfum?

KGS: Ganthe got many times the so-called lethal textbook dose

of plutonium. Patricia Durbin knows more about that.

She's kept up with. the~datay his data.

SSH: weitin those days it was possible to do experiments

on human beings with such ease?

KGS: Yes, yes.
~

SSH: What did it involve, E-mean—wee—it_juet—e-matter—oP

io

Kes; It involved getting a needy patient who had‘ known

disease, or thought ft was known, (bebYbe came out of the

clinic for us at U.C. Cana’ I took the plutonium over

there and gave it to. Earl Mtller,who-injected it into

this guy.

SSH:. GPyarergysther experiments of that nature were done?

KGS: . There was one more that Pat reminded me Crm

. Australian chilgywho received some etasiheagbie products)

rT don"tt know! I think he got plutoniumahd was dying

of‘leukemia when they got him. And I "thtak he subsequently

d in- a very shore time.  
  

 

  

| Wheb.atathe human’ use committees,‘put a stop to all that?

7Wedey‘never resiiy didrane1 was on the att “

‘coud Retes bewas,‘otgented inm 1948 whiete-was-abou?- pa
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applications, one by one.

Now thie was the committee of the medical school?

Yes. And it was through that committee that the University

of Caltfornia got the permission from the Atomic Energy

Commissiong/for blanket authority on various and sundry

radtonuc{S4des.

So it was just a matter of this board meeting and making 3

decision in regard to each case?

We'd circulate each application around, and I guess I had

quite a bit of weight in the committe’ we went through a

whole series of chairnin. Cagythe president's office

in Berkeley used to have his secretary call me up and

ask me, “Who do you suggest next?" So I went through

a whole bunch of people, including DOSeSieline, who
(A

is now a radfotherapist fn the department of radiology.

I think he's been loaned to the National Cancer Institute

or something.

Why do you think you had such authority?

Well, I was the only one over there who could really

figure out@in radiation dosageag-What the experiment

was going to give to the recipienta”ind vhet-E-thoughe

whethe r
weat it was worth doing or not@or whether it was just

a Ghte-in-the-skything:

So thiscommfttee-was only considering cases that were

going ‘to davolve the use of radioisotopes.

Yes. On what we'd call an experimental hasts.

iaes) Would this include experiments that were projected
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from Donner Lab and Crocker Lab, t-meawdtd you have

control over Theeereeney campus foe

No, what they did@Berkeley was finally none of my

business, and [I didn't want it. I didn’t want to have

anything to do with it, really.

Do you know anything about how those decidions were made?

Was there another committee somewhere hat—was.<)?

Well, there was a state committee that was for the Northern

Californiaw branch of the University of California, and

I was chairman of that for quite a few years,

Would’ that have made case by case decisions as well?

Yes. I was responsible for letting one of my friends,

Perry Stout vp on the Davis campus, bury. 215 millicuries

of radioactive zinc around an apricot tree or something.

The University found out about that later and they had

convulsions, practically. (An didn't think the experiment

was all that muctysy it was et there by itself in a field.

tout..

And I had a very opinion of“Perry(edowd”GYbe was

an excellent man. He knew more about colloid chemistry

than anyone I'd ever met. Qnunfortunately he died

just ayhile ago, poor guy.

The University wag concerned because of the radiation hazard?

Their riskin might-begetting sued (Corexposure by

somebodyYOr something like that.

You don't know anything then about the problems that the

medicalphysicists on the Berkeley campus may have had in

regard to human experimentation?
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KGS: I think you could get more information source

from Hardin Jones or Cornelius Tobias.

SSH: Hardin Jones is dead. Did you know that?

“K66+-___Did

SSH: He died about-u-yeur-and_a-half/almost two years ago.

KGS: I didn't know that.:

SSH: Yes. -He ated, I belteve it was a‘heart attack, wuddenty

he’ d been to"gustralia on a her Figorous trip. And,

from what I understandted!suddenly after that.

KGS: He used to sound off about marijuana, He got very moral

towards the endpthese—end—se-on,—but-I-didelt—enew-thet—

SSH: Perc fxct-T-was-tatking | toAlex Grandsi”Eee“OtherdayS.
toe

The Bilanpore 7

SSH:

KGS:

Se.
to-you-mrow-that-name?. He-waera-rcight-hand.man-of- Mardin ~~

' Fone 4

laterhecauseit'sofcourse” -.

—2oO—LOnger-PUssipletabe-teHerdinsones;—armd a

of-the-Benner—Lab-—_i#_wastwo years’

+id-eay——y-thet-held-boon-gere” Well, do you think
pment

otf 've covered the war years sufficiently?

yell, we’re right up to Bikini.

tee” Well, perhaps that's the place to start. I know

you had a heavy hand in that. Can you tell me how that

‘arose?

Yes, Joe Hamilton and Stafford Warren recruited the staff

-
for that. I waa given a simulated title of “Najor.™ I

think I wasa major. It didn't matter much anyway, they

gave us a bunch of free clothing, which we sweated our

a oO , ao “A,
hearts in it, anything that's latFa 20citi Bikini. Andy—
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L set up what <E-eeiL/they callga radiological laboratory

on Hospitadghip Haven. And this I was entirely responsible

for running. We went through the surface Able testthat

was the bomb dropped from the airgend(1 have some pictures

of that, by the way)~nd the Baker Blast, which was -

underground explostone th.»A

SSH: Does that mean that you were there two times?

KGS ; I was there during pie both tests, gan over a period of¢>

_rememher-whetherone month or two months,

‘but I enjoyed itéthoroughly.
i)

SSH: Sosou-stayad/you stayed the whole time there for the two.

KGS; I stayed over, yes.

SSH; What were you supposed to do?

KGS; I was supposed to give them an assay on anything they

brought in they thought was radioactive. CFse was out

in the beginning with monitoring instruments, @nf*tater

on I had enough. equipment in the jab to make our own

- * detection instruments, 1ike geiger counters. (Andeverything

worked‘peautifully as far as I was concerned. I worked

my tail off assaying samplea. ant1 Jiked the Baker Burst

Because it was the biggest tracer study that I was ever

- . : - : : a involved ‘in, hie Bikini Lagoon’aa fairly good-sized

     

   

es"ha samples brought in to us, which we
ye *, ne

Phvis—‘andsveaid that,by a radiochemical separation .

RsaWesquietftkrvayeworks,Se was‘ making
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GaFwe'a collect the precipitate and count that and

there's practically no mass involved.

SSH: "we,"who is “we?"

KGS: Well4a-thet—case;—'wetey I had a few men from the Army

assigned to me, and that was “we.” -Gtséferd-HWeszea—

SSH: And they presumably had chemical backgrounds?

‘nach +0

KGS; No, they were straight out of the service? I'@4train them,

' e ;

ece———_—-tea | Ty” And some of them bedf™e ve successful, One of them,
a

Kermit Larson;great big Swede from orthern plies stete _

womeuhare) I've forgotten nowprbecane very useful to then

at UCLA when they had a radiation lab there. Stafford

Warren was always involved in various explosions and tests

of one kind or another.

SSE: Why Stafford Warren? Tea!yhat was his background that

made him He.ogical ‘one for that role?

KGS: Well, he wag a radiologistp-in the first place, a very

“early day radiologist, who was a Yolonet in the Army.

Gchhe was assigned to the Manhattan Bistrict. When

he was alBikini, he stayed on the same ship they gave

me quarters in, the Haven. Gnbe was literally my boss.

SSH: . Did Hamilton have any role in the Bikinif[est ;

KGS: Adaue. eS, he was flying back and forth we saw him,

I think,once or twice. Once he brought us a bottle of

bourbon. The only bad thing about Bikini was there was +0

able liquor ye used to drink laboratory alcohol

and lemon juice powddr in a K ration. (an¥this beefed
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4

ren

our drinking up to a potionwhich was £bourbong/nd

the rest laboratory alcohol. dadwe'd take a couple

of slugs of that and then try to make it up the stairs

where the general mess was. We ate in an officer’s’mess

there.

SSH: Why was Hamilton flying back and forth?

KGS: I really don't know, something important, you know. Got

to discuss something with somebody.

SSH: What was your relationship with Hamilton like? Were

you ever close to the man?

KGS; Well, i loved him as a brother, but was never too close.

T used to spend some of my vacation time with him; he

had a little cabin up in Downeyville.

SSH: Was he a person with whom one could get close?

KGS: No, I could never get very close to him. eVere

kind of a guy who gets his zipper stuck in the men's

room, he won't let anybody help hin(}) row-kaow. (s/ laughs)

I caught him in the men's room one day, and he couldn't

get his zipper upe” \and he wouldn't let me help him

with it. So I got him a pair of scissorg, I guess

he cut himself out of there one way or another. (bene

Laugii) But he was a very shy, only son of a very well ~

known neurologfst or paychiatristpat—IHe cane from

Santa Barbara.

;° And they had no children either) Efoumntstryingto-treee

theft

KGS:: No, they didn‘t. The closest relation is a fellow sess



KGS;
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M4, Hamilton had a atstergy/oho iy me of the heads _,
ot USE| . F veWET

of the biochemistry Gepartment, Allen.
A A

Allen was a peculiar ducksy he was a very aggressive
=

homosexual@”And he wouldn't have it with any of his

graduate students if they wouldn't submit. —

t if

Ke, he died of cancer of the liver.

SSH:

KGS;

SSH:

KGS;

SSH:

 

Do you think that Hamilton's shyness influenced the way

he ran Crocker Lab? Do you think it was a more isolated

group because of the personality of its director?

I don't think he did anything other than anyone else

would have done. We were under very heavy security all

the time.

How long did that last? She-securtty®”

Right up until the day I left there, '51. Everything we

did and published was classifiedhat placess full of

declassified documents over there,

So even if he'd wanted to have a closer scientific

relationship with Denner Lab,.and that was what was in

the back of my mind when I asked that question,.it

would have been very difficult, just because of the

secret nature ofHe wont

Yes, it.could have beeng(yess

But then on top of that you had the personal problems botsben

Hamilton and John Lawrence, ,-_

That's right. Qng/t don't think they really had a problem:

they were just: competitorsg) and
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SSH: Do you think that problem died down once Donner Lah

‘ opened and John Lawrence had his own kingdom, so to

speak?

. ' ‘KGS: That's right. of fa. bvpettre|
. bane

SSH: I noticed that Hamilton is made director as late as 1948.
a

ee ,

$oH" Caut he had been effectively director since the opening

of Donner Lab.

KGS: In the very beginning he was running it, yes.

SSH: What. was the significance of that title, do you suppose?

KGS: Just Qoniversity. Prhey were backward, When I went to

s

work for aes again, he was an assistant professor in

radiology and neurology, I think. And in spite of all

the terrific things he did, it was very late in life

that he was promoted to a full professorship.

SSB: Why do you think that was?

KGS; The University was very reluctant to promote anybody.

SSH: serybedy? So it really didn't have anything to do, for

example, with the prowess of the medical school.

KGS: No. The medical achool got the last end of it, in a way,

I think. 1? : .

SSR Whak cdo you mean by trod | (Tent.
" er .

KGS: kt presiEveryton
.. ~a:*

Robert Sproul kept his thumb on everything, really. When. x ;
. 4, . ‘ .

ZA .

they hired methey hired me as an assistant professornfwith j vat
2 OA

_ the understanding that I would be promoted to associate ; te



 

SSH:

KGS:
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professor in a year. Well, that went on and on, and

I finally found out because Robert Sproul stated it.

He had it in mind to promote me, but I had to wait yet

another year.

why? Why was it so slow?

Most of it was budgetgyI think they just didn't have

the money to pay people.
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know all these people personallygrand discuss their

. research problesstandhelp them if they could,

SSH: Why didn't Hamtjton do that? Laeei ‘ e 7

Whe Padicatiuwh: Use ds Gy eMhue fag
KGS: ‘ Well, he didn't have any facil 7a He was on f@éommittee

A

which formally set up my laboratory. &ndvne used to

come around once in while, when he wasn't feeling too

well, and remind me of the fact that dromweacis—a,fact?”

jehecommiteee-oadthe committee he was on was my advisory

committee. WellT didn't ask him anything. I knew what

I wanted to do and I went ahead and did it.

SSH: Why do you suppose you were chosen for that position?

KGS; I have no idea, excepiformaybe the University's

experience with me at Bikini.

SSH: Could it also be something to do with the fact that you

seem to be able to get along with the clinicians and you

were on good enough terms with Hamilton? In other words

you. weren't a terribly controversial figure.

KGs: . Well, they didn't know thengrGhen they put me in that

position. They knew I was one of Stone's protege, which

was something that was so much in my favor around there

that I don't think anyone would have crossed him on it.

" SSH: ' How did you become a protege®of Stone's?

KGS: Through the Manhattan District, and before that.

SSH: What had beenoa relationship in the war years? E-meat”

: powee?youbasdpove’dealings with him?

KGS: I used to see"pin about once a month.I'd go back to

theUniversity of Chicago and have a dinner with him

and talk to hin.
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SSH: About,ie: you'(abeen doing?

KGS: andgneewe were doing. The importance of it.

SSH: Do you think that he would shuttle projects to Crocker

as a result of these conversations?

KGS: .Well, he was on many AEC advisory committees for health

Than
and medicine, I'm sure he could have blocked any of7}.

4

Qo
fend-ofside1)

(aide33.—

SSH: Wellon the other side of the coin, do you think because

you were on goodterms with him, he was diverting projects to vc
2 or sat wut

and Crocker Lab, witcha? the logical place for things

to go? ro
rn A ve

. vist aha,
KGS: | Bus sd Q, way to do it? ben's get somebody tucadd

ee the staff that could do it.

 

 

Ste
. 55H: What sort of an administrator was

. ‘ . A

~ KGS: Well, he was an excellent administrator, as you can tell

*
from this little tape. Most of the medical specialties

there Arians

are highly competitive an¢d were yasteusfare in the same

“The res
arealike the surgeon and bronchologist and‘ urélogist,

and the surgery department was another case in point. Or

it could be neurology too.
cn ~ cone ee es

*7 FoR Dr. Sctt a va.Script Oe fom “ape s/s he Va. copes Lh

wit} abut He MilGmny of TR Bphet C4 okighe 0 VEGF
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i Joe Hamilton got

himself involved in developing the unit that I directed

for so many yedrs, the Radioactivity fesearch Center. And

a
+thet—was’ a decision whieh’was made _on the San Francisco campus,

. (BMA bow. Gree
as to what it should be. Stone and bhewéer were very heavily

\

involved in it, and claimed they started it. And I hadn't
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with Stone? —

KGS: . Wellyit degraded % into Giinfortunate!for ney E-thdak,S-

an unfortunate situation. I had other research facilities

on the campus. I got some cancer research funds$/and I

furnished a little building above the unit which had

facilities for the ophthamologists. I found the money

for the furniture and a lot of the laboratory equipment,

thattheir building, their walls were put up by a grant

from radiology, they had vartous funds.

‘SSH: | Hellwhat? did the coolness with Stone have any effect

on what you were trying to do? [mearr-powmus¢e—trave-

KGS: Well, I had to work through him amd to get cash—for

money and eventually the grants dried up and the American

Cancer Society and the Cancer Research Inatitute, which

was anather entity on the medical campus, were very upset

with me when I began curing animal tumobys with LSD.

Gn¥*they theught that was just poor judgement on my part

and they dropped all support finally.

?
SSH: Why "poor judgementg@”s because it. could be used for other

purposes?

’ KGS; , Well, they thought LSD and its connotations with che social

scheme of things, and all of the difficulties that people

got into with acid and so forth.

SSH: It wasn't enough. that it was curing cancer!

KGS: Didn't"seem to faze them at allg poukdr't—pet—ther-te

(SSH laughs) The American Cancer Society was a very
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peculiar groups) hey don't want any new discovery) I'd

worked as much on cancer as I did on anything else. Cand

I came up with a cancer test involving Geel kinetics

with rubidium, where we got very highly significant

results statistically. Got went to the World Health

Organization in Genevaj-and everywhere else I could go.

And I never got it off the ground.

Whdee was the?

Well, people would be interested, but then they'd say,

“We'll let you knows baGe fell flat on

ite face.

Gort—ef-deproceing,tan't what was the whole purpose

of establishing the Fadioactivity fesearch denter?

It was re give the campus research potential in whatever
itohwand”

specialt shoy-weneinterested in.

So this was supposed to be an institution that cut across

departmental lines? .

Right.

How did that work?

It worked for me very well, and I think it worked for

~the recipients very well. We did a lot of things for

a lot of people, some of whom don't even remember it.

(background noise) amang”che people that have become

quite famous at the medical center, wae-thet—t-got-”

I got a lot of those people started,( ana one

Teidores Caslinam 7 °
of them was“Adelman, who is a space scientist type

As . Richard - Have

of person. I got Defects started with just enough



SSH:

KGS:
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apace to keep a dog, help him out with a few counts

now and then. He's now, I guess, director of the cardio-
hte

el oe
vascular yesearch‘aadthere was another fellow by the name

Prekerins
of DonBikeAGwho was interested in monkeys and he was

, ” Ray

breeding monkeys. And it was rather rare in those days

to successfully breed monkeys and raise the of fspring¥.<f

Haat nyt
start'a colonya G57he was just like breeding a monster,

His demands for space got greater and greater and we were

shrinking and shrinking and he finally went to the University

of Portlandfwith his colony and all. He-couddn!t,”he

was the kind of person that had trouble dealing with

people. He couldn't share anything. So they finally

threw him out up there in some big political push. And

Picker ns

that was the end of Donald Biekesy,
”

The center, then, wag set up to provide research space,

foe”
What I did for all of those people was perfectly logical

and normal in our ppctins area, We were there to

help anybody that had a problem that we could help.

find’they would come to the @enter to do their research,

and you would supply the radioisotopes.

They'd come to me and I'd have a discussion with them

and decide if what they wanted to do was appropriate

or not, or if we could fix it so it would be appropriate.

Cs could loan them equipment or I could loan them

facilities, I had a technicianfyand kind of a physicist

/
as part of my staff. (Ane we would hand-feed them along

. A
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with this until they either became successful or

Satisfied theirpubane

out an [at sen 7
hed then Hoes'd moved somebody would move. in.

A

Yes.

What was producing the radioisotopes?

We were buying most of thos@) some of them came from the

60" cyclotron.
-

You never had a cyclotron on that side of the bay.

No.

“Didn't Stone have Gezaeuchyo tro .

KGSe———————Synehrotron”

seessonestage”

-

KGS;

SSH:

KGS: -

SSH:

KGS; -

Yes.

Was that strictly for therapy?

Well, it was. There's another case in point where
CSSUN _

a group like the Atomic Energy3 “sets up a unite.

I don't care whether it's here or Harvard,or anywhere eise-~

and these people move in and first thing they do is shut

the door and you never get in there again. (Andthey go on

their, own little project. ‘The synchrotron was like thatsy

it was run as Stone used to run the Ketallurgical Laboratory

at the University of Chicago. They had a @ - clearance

and so forth.

This was in the fifties, wasn't it?

Well it atarted out earlier Oe that, yes.

pid-te”why would you need a ey“clearancef)Yor therapy?

Don't ask me. Nothing secret in there except this great
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big bloody machine they could never get to run right.

(Laughter) And when they finally got {ft going real good

the physicist that was running {ft divorced his wife and

tere for“Gatversity of Oklahoma. And I can't get him
Ty

to anwer any letters or anything.

Was it a human probl or a mechanical problem?

His problem was mostly mechanical. He was a very capable

guy, and he and I were trying to put some of my plots on

a computer so we could get a computer read-out of the

data and so forth.
that *2€

Was Stone doing any therapy on the machine.t1? —

He took it over after they really got it runninggy and?

he had a Fil@pino physicieng1 don't remember her nameg- Pee

who treated quite a few patients under his direction. ,

How successful’ was that?

Well, you'd have to take Stone's words he said it was goed.

But when he retired nobody would give himany patients.

See how the worm turns? Tie-fust

Well, it sounds, the way you describe it, wounda11ke a

sitution
prolly dogs oct doy rokatton over there.

That's what academic life is.

You think it's acrosa the boards like this, or do you think

this particular milieu is worse than others?

it don't think it's any differentg I think everybody's like

thatyyin any kind of competition. I tookon 17Ph.D. 's tee f

the University of Chicago hired for their National

Laboratory ) And I skunkedthem every time. Gosthat was
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because they just didn't know what they were doting.

And that's why they won't speak to me any more.

? a.
SSH: You mean "skunked them’ in a scientific sense,-.'

ojuat ao

Kege-———--~~——Yes_andvo oom

~ssur? .S¥fou proved them‘wrong scientifically?

KGS: In publishable resultagywhera’ sone of our findings I

guess they'll never resolve, bmt I found a different

. distribution and certainly a different risk to plutonium

that they couldn't repeat.

SSH: Have you ever thought of going back to your pre-war

research when you were concerned more with every day

physiology rather than fisaion product metabolism, the

bomb-related work?

KGS: Well a really did in my cancer research when we used

divrg red dells. We were only getting our red

cells from cancer patients. Agthen I got some data

from blood samples that came from the members of the

Pepartment of Radtologygeher-prancethey fell into a

: different group statistically than our normalesse.

(and x callie radiation exposure. And that's where

| this test came from. That test is just straight physiology

and nothing else.

: Cinterrve tow )
KGS+ - :

oCa

98tt——rrertt

usta

matter of lack oF University “money to

hire apo
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pF Vaktye Medal ieba® ow.
. When [ moved into radiology, “ae,

_ 4 ‘.

hefore there was a radioactivity center, my annual salary

was4; 200 dubierPe a yearn \nd that was it. hetero

after Bikini I was turning down jobs for#25, 000 deters

SSH:.

KGS:

SSH:

a year. One of them was a?

foals. [tie

wae’Hunter's Point: I designed the oaningld now

abandoned or blown up or something, for decontaminat ing

all those lousy Bikini infested ships.

for
Was that the sole purpose of the ya?

Oh, that was their first problem when this was the end of

the thing. The Navy offered'me the directorship of that

laboratory.
leave

I was thinking back to when you did see, for San Francisco

tt
in 195¥% §seems to me that Crocker Lab me a rather

didi + att
weak po ition. Hamilton was dead. Durbin Dadntthad

factd asd, *
a Ph.D. 2 In-fact,—ehe-didnltSS.

“A '

32. dtd oho? aan to 2 wr
one at espe Be > ore EC Ter Th. tt +

 

SSE
2

RAGegy

SSH: “Well,who was left to administer Crocker Lab?

Do you know anything about that?

RCS: Well,T guess nobody. They certainly didn't come around

to me and ask for help. So I don't know. Hardin Jones

waa inthere pretty heavy at that time. John Lawrence

would have been.
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ayo.

SSH: GYny was Hardin JoneaCPs?

RGS: ¢ Well, he was kind of John Lawrence's right-hand man, ~and.>

SSH: He didn't have any research connection with Crocker, though,

did he?

KGS: No, he liked to fiddle with my research datag’and turn it

over to John as gomething that we'd done together, or some

such thing. I gave him hell for that one time, and said

I wasvery off endeqyy $07

SSH: _ Did you ever have any part in his work on the effects

of Iow level radiation? Because’that became quite a

controversy ~appexantizylater ongwhen he was maintaining that

the current acceptable standards of radiation were set

way too high.

KGS: Well, he was probably right, but I didn't get into that.

SSH: " I think that might have been after you had moved to

San Francisco, jn fact I'm quite sure it was.

KGS: Yes, could have been.

SSR: But you had virtually no dealings in the scientific senseg

+... |" with Donner Lab from its inception all the way up

foe to the time you left, did you?

KGS: He-sat Now.

GoWhy was the 60" cyclotron dismantled and sent to

a
o
e

yo Davis?

Weil,, they needed Abuilding for it, and UCLA got the 37”

ee oe ss GBcve T guess:Tarteandvas next in line.(-a”

os And the butaaingwas destroyed, as you said before, simply
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—

because» peopleywho was it? The Universitd of

4 Adninistration?yet that it waeZ

KGS: Could have been the healthShysics department.

(Endoftapef—

SSH: Vsirge Ravmond, the father, has written a history of the

physics department, and there's a section in there on the

Bivision of thedical Physics. nx he maintains that one

of the real problems with the medical physicists was

the fact that anyfime they were up for promotion— This

is people like John Lawrence and Hamilton, I guess the

physicians, the M.D.'s— they would be blocked by people

at the medical school on the faculty, I guess for the

reason@/that you were referring to—_sthinking

that they vertctinteattyeahy|

KGS: Well, they'd accepted mepybody and soul. I did nothing

but work with clinicians for yearse’Which 1 found most

stimulatingbecause they have questions which are

- umusual and sometimes I could help them out.

SSH: ' Why do you think that they accepted you, and were

seemingly reluctant to accept John Lawrence and also

Hamilton in the sense that Hamilton was slow to be

promoted?

KGS: Well, a lot of them didn't know Joe Hamilton. It was

a job where somebody had to get in there and get to

VAT Dee ct ay “AMR P ~~ roa
ETletaaa Ek, anaes


